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**Index**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>find_functions</th>
<th>Find functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description**

- Finds maximum power and distance at which max power occurs
- Finds critical distance at which percent of MSS is achieved
- Finds critical distance at which percent of MAC is reached
- Finds critical distances at which maximal power over percent is achieved

**Usage**

```r
find_max_power_distance(MSS, TAU, time_correction = 0, distance_correction = 0)

find_velocity_critical_distance(
  MSS,
  TAU,
  time_correction = 0,
  distance_correction = 0,
  percent = 0.9
)

find_acceleration_critical_distance(
  MSS,
  TAU,
  time_correction = 0,
  distance_correction = 0,
  percent = 0.9
)

find_power_critical_distance(
  MSS,
  TAU,
```
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```r
time_correction = 0,
distance_correction = 0,
percent = 0.9
```

**Arguments**
- **MSS, TAU** Numeric vectors. Model parameters
- **time_correction** Numeric vector. Used for correction. Default is 0. See references for more info
- **distance_correction** Numeric vector. Used for correction. Default is 0. See vignettes for more info
- **percent** Numeric vector. Used to calculate critical distance. Default is 0.9

**Value**
List with two elements: `max_power` and `distance` at which max power occurs

**References**

**Examples**
```r
dist <- seq(0, 40, length.out = 1000)
velocity <- predict_velocity_at_distance(
  distance = dist,
  MSS = 10,
  TAU = 0.9
)
acceleration <- predict_acceleration_at_distance(
  distance = dist,
  MSS = 10,
  TAU = 0.9
)
pwr <- predict_relative_power_at_distance(
  distance = dist,
  MSS = 10,
  TAU = 0.9
)
```
# Find critical distance when 90% of MSS is reached
plot(x = dist, y = velocity, type = "l")
abline(h = 10 * 0.9, col = "gray")
abline(v = find_velocity_critical_distance(MSS = 10, TAU = 0.9), col = "red")

# Find critical distance when 20% of MAC is reached
plot(x = dist, y = acceleration, type = "l")
abline(h = (10 / 0.9) * 0.2, col = "gray")
abline(v = find_acceleration_critical_distance(MSS = 10, TAU = 0.9, percent = 0.2), col = "red")

# Find max power and location of max power
plot(x = dist, y = pwr, type = "l")
max_pwr <- find_max_power_distance(MSS = 10, TAU = 0.9)
abline(h = max_pwr$max_power, col = "gray")
abline(v = max_pwr$distance, col = "red")

# Find distance in which relative power stays over 75% of PMAX
plot(x = dist, y = pwr, type = "l")
pwr_zone <- find_power_critical_distance(MSS = 10, TAU = 0.9, percent = 0.75)
abline(v = pwr_zone$lower, col = "blue")
abline(v = pwr_zone$upper, col = "blue")

---

format_splits  Format Split Data

**Description**

Function formats split data and calculates split distances, split times and average split velocity

**Usage**

format_splits(distance, time)

**Arguments**

- **distance**: Numeric vector
- **time**: Numeric vector

**Value**

Data frame with the following columns:

- **split**: Split number
- **split_distance_start**: Distance at which split starts
- **split_distance_stop**: Distance at which split ends
- **split_distance**: Split distance
mixed_model_split_times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>split_time_start</td>
<td>Time at which distance starts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split_time_stop</td>
<td>Time at which distance ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split_time</td>
<td>Split time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split_mean_velocity</td>
<td>Mean velocity over split distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples

```r
data("split_times")

john_data <- split_times[split_times$athlete == "John", ]

format_splits(john_data$distance, john_data$time)
```

mixed_model_split_times

*Mixed Models Using Split Times*

Description

These functions model the sprint split times using mono-exponential equation, where time is used as target or outcome variable, and distance as predictor. Function `mixed_model_using_splits` provides the simplest model with estimated MSS and TAU parameters. Time correction using heuristic rule of thumbs (e.g., adding 0.3s to split times) can be implemented using `time_correction` function parameter. Function `mixed_model_using_splits_with_time_correction`, besides estimating MSS and TAU, estimates additional parameter `time_correction`. Function `mixed_model_using_splits_with_corrections`, besides estimating MSS, TAU and `time_correction`, estimates additional parameter `distance_correction`. For more information about these function please refer to accompanying vignettes in this package.

Usage

```r
mixed_model_using_splits(
  data,
  distance,
  time,
  athlete,
  time_correction = 0,
  na.rm = FALSE,
  ...
)
```

```r
mixed_model_using_splits_with_time_correction(
  data,
  distance,
  time,
  athlete,
  corrections_as_random_effects = FALSE,
  na.rm = FALSE,
)```
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mixed_model_using_splits_with_corrections(
  data,
  distance,
  time,
  athlete,
  corrections_as_random_effects = FALSE,
  na.rm = FALSE,
...
)

Arguments

data Data frame

distance Character string. Name of the column in data
time Character string. Name of the column in data
athlete Character string. Name of the column in data. Used as levels in the nlme
time_correction Numeric vector. Used to correct for different starting techniques. This correction is done by adding time_correction to time. Default is 0. See more in Haugen et al. (2018)
na.rm Logical. Default is FALSE
... Forwarded to nlme function
corrections_as_random_effects Logical. Should corrections time_correction and/or distance_correction be modeled as random effects? Default is FALSE

Value

List object with the following elements:

parameters List with two data frames: fixed and random containing the following estimated parameters: MSS, TAU, time_correction, distance_correction, MAC, and PMAX
model_fit List with the following components: RSE, R_squared, minErr, maxErr, and RMSE
model Model returned by the nlme function
data Data frame used to estimate the sprint parameters, consisting of athlete, distance, time, and pred_time columns

References

Examples

```r
data("split_times")

mixed_model <- mixed_model_using_splits(
  data = split_times,
  distance = "distance",
  time = "time",
  athlete = "athlete"
)
mixed_model$parameters

mixed_model <- mixed_model_using_splits_with_time_correction(
  data = split_times,
  distance = "distance",
  time = "time",
  athlete = "athlete"
)
mixed_model$parameters

mixed_model <- mixed_model_using_splits_with_corrections(
  data = split_times,
  distance = "distance",
  time = "time",
  athlete = "athlete"
)
mixed_model$parameters
```

Description

This function models the sprint instantaneous velocity using mono-exponential equation and non-linear mixed model using `nlme` to estimate fixed and random maximum sprinting speed (MSS) and relative acceleration (TAU) parameters. In mixed model, fixed and random effects are estimated for MSS and TAU parameters using athlete as levels. velocity is used as target or outcome variable, and time as predictor.

Usage

```r
mixed_model_using_radar(
  data, 
  time, 
  velocity, 
  athlete, 
  time_correction = 0, 
  na.rm = FALSE
)
```
Arguments

- `data` - Data frame
- `time` - Character string. Name of the column in `data`
- `velocity` - Character string. Name of the column in `data`
- `athlete` - Character string. Name of the column in `data`. Used as levels in the `nlme`
- `time_correction` - Numeric vector. Used to filter out noisy data from the radar gun. This correction is done by adding `time_correction` to `time`. Default is 0. See more in Samozino (2018)
- `na.rm` - Logical. Default is FALSE

Value

List object with the following elements:

- `parameters` - List with two data frames: fixed and random containing the following estimated parameters: MSS, TAU, MAC, and PMAX
- `model_fit` - List with the following components: RSE, R_squared, minErr, maxErr, and RMSE
- `model` - Model returned by the `nlme` function
- `data` - Data frame used to estimate the sprint parameters, consisting of `athlete`, `time`, `velocity`, and `pred_velocity` columns

References


Examples

```r
data("radar_gun_data")
mixed_model <- mixed_model_using_radar(radar_gun_data, "time", "velocity", "athlete")
mixed_model$parameters
```

Description

These functions model the sprint split times using mono-exponential equation, where `time` is used as target or outcome variable, and `distance` as predictor. Function `model_using_splits` provides the simplest model with estimated MSS and TAU parameters. Time correction using heuristic rule of thumbs (e.g., adding 0.3s to split times) can be implemented using `time_correction` function parameter. Function `model_using_splits_with_time_correction`, besides estimating MSS and TAU, estimates additional parameter `time_correction`. Function `model_using_splits_with_corrections`, besides estimating MSS, TAU and `time_correction`, estimates additional parameter `distance_correction`. For more information about these function please refer to accompanying vignettes in this package.
Usage

```r
model_using_splits(
  distance,
  time,
  time_correction = 0,
  weights = 1,
  na.rm = FALSE,
  ...
)
```

```r
model_using_splits_with_time_correction(
  distance,
  time,
  weights = 1,
  na.rm = FALSE,
  ...
)
```

```r
model_using_splits_with_corrections(
  distance,
  time,
  weights = 1,
  na.rm = FALSE,
  ...
)
```

**Arguments**

- `distance`, `time` Numeric vector. Indicates the position of the timing gates and time measured
- `time_correction` Numeric vector. Used to correct for different starting techniques. This correction is done by adding `time_correction` to `time`. Default is 0. See more in Haugen et al. (2018)
- `weights` Numeric vector. Default is vector of 1. This is used to give more weight to particular observations. For example, use `1/distance` to give more weight to observations from shorter distances.
- `na.rm` Logical. Default is `FALSE`
- `...` Forwarded to `nls` function

**Value**

List object with the following elements:

- `parameters` List with the following estimated parameters: MSS, TAU, MAC, PMAX, `time_correction`, and `distance_correction`
- `model_fit` List with the following components: RSE, R_squared, minErr, maxErr, and RMSE
- `model` Model returned by the `nls` function
data Data frame used to estimate the sprint parameters, consisting of distance, time, weights, and pred_time columns

References


Examples

```r
split_times <- data.frame(
  distance = c(5, 10, 20, 30, 35),
  time = c(1.20, 1.96, 3.36, 4.71, 5.35)
)

# Simple model
simple_model <- with(
  split_times,
  model_using_splits(distance, time)
)
unlist(simple_model$parameters)

# Model with correction of 0.3s
model_with_correction <- with(
  split_times,
  model_using_splits(distance, time, time_correction = 0.3)
)
unlist(model_with_correction$parameters)

# Model with time_correction estimation
model_with_time_correction_estimation <- with(
  split_times,
  model_using_splits_with_time_correction(distance, time)
)
unlist(model_with_time_correction_estimation$parameters)

# Model with time and distance correction estimation
model_with_time_distance_correction_estimation <- with(
  split_times,
  model_using_splits_with_corrections(distance, time)
)
unlist(model_with_time_distance_correction_estimation$parameters)
```
Description

This function models the sprint instantaneous velocity using mono-exponential equation that estimates maximum sprinting speed (MSS) and relative acceleration (TAU). velocity is used as target or outcome variable, and time as predictor.

Usage

```
model_using_radar(
  time,
  velocity,
  time_correction = 0,
  weights = 1,
  na.rm = FALSE
)
```

Arguments

time Numeric vector
velocity Numeric vector
time_correction Numeric vector. Used to filter out noisy data from the radar gun. This correction is done by adding time_correction to time. Default is 0. See more in Samozino (2018)
weights Numeric vector. Default is 1
na.rm Logical. Default is FALSE

Value

List object with the following elements:

- **parameters** List with the following estimated parameters: MSS, TAU, MAC, and PMAX
- **model_fit** List with the following components: RSE, R_squared, minErr, maxErr, and RMSE
- **model** Model returned by the `nls` function
- **data** Data frame used to estimate the sprint parameters, consisting of time, velocity, weights, and pred_velocity columns

References

Examples

```r
instant_velocity <- data.frame(
  time = c(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6),
  velocity = c(0.00, 4.99, 6.43, 6.84, 6.95, 6.99, 7.00)
)

sprint_model <- with(
  instant_velocity,
  model_using_radar(time, velocity)
)

sprint_model$parameters
```

Description

Predicts kinematic from known MSS and TAU parameters

Usage

```r
predict_velocity_at_time(time, MSS, TAU, time_correction = 0)
predict_distance_at_time(
  time,
  MSS,
  TAU,
  time_correction = 0,
  distance_correction = 0
)
predict_acceleration_at_time(time, MSS, TAU, time_correction = 0)
predict_time_at_distance(
  distance,
  MSS,
  TAU,
  time_correction = 0,
  distance_correction = 0
)
predict_velocity_at_distance(
  distance,
  MSS,
  TAU,
  time_correction = 0,
```
predict_kinematics

distance_correction = 0
)

predict_acceleration_at_distance(
    distance,
    MSS,
    TAU,
    time_correction = 0,
    distance_correction = 0
)

predict_acceleration_at_velocity(velocity, MSS, TAU)

predict_relative_power_at_distance(
    distance,
    MSS,
    TAU,
    time_correction = 0,
    distance_correction = 0
)

predict_relative_power_at_time(time, MSS, TAU, time_correction = 0)

Arguments

time, distance, velocity
    Numeric vectors
MSS, TAU
    Numeric vectors. Model parameters
time_correction
    Numeric vector. Used for correction. Default is 0. See references for more info
distance_correction
    Numeric vector. Used for correction. Default is 0. See vignettes for more info

Value

Numeric vector

References


Examples

```r
MSS <- 8
TAU <- 0.7

time_seq <- seq(0, 6, length.out = 10)

df <- data.frame(
  time = time_seq,
  distance_at_time = predict_distance_at_time(time_seq, MSS, TAU),
  velocity_at_time = predict_velocity_at_time(time_seq, MSS, TAU),
  acceleration_at_time = predict_acceleration_at_time(time_seq, MSS, TAU)
)

df$time_at_distance <- predict_time_at_distance(df$distance_at_time, MSS, TAU)
df$velocity_at_distance <- predict_velocity_at_distance(df$distance_at_time, MSS, TAU)
df$acceleration_at_distance <- predict_acceleration_at_distance(df$distance_at_time, MSS, TAU)
df$acceleration_at_velocity <- predict_acceleration_at_velocity(df$velocity_at_time, MSS, TAU)

df
```

---

**radar_gun_data**  
**Radar Gun Data**

**Description**

Data generated from known MSS and TAU and measurement error for N=5 athletes using radar gun with sampling frequency of 100Hz over 6 seconds.

**Usage**

`data(radar_gun_data)`

**Format**

Data frame with 4 variables and 3000 observations:

- **athlete**  Character string
- **bodyweight**  Bodyweight in kilograms
- **time**  Time reported by the radar gun in seconds
- **velocity**  Velocity reported by the radar gun in m/s
Description
Data generated from known MSS and TAU and measurement error for N=5 athletes using 6 timing gates: 5m, 10m, 15m, 20m, 30m, 40m

Usage
data(split_times)

Format
Data frame with 4 variables and 30 observations:
- **athlete**  Character string
- **bodyweight** Bodyweight in kilograms
- **distance** Distance of the timing gates from the sprint start in meters
- **time** Time reported by the timing gate
Index
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